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TRIVIA NIGHT! MATILDAS! 
Remember when we could go 
outside and do things? SCUM 
remembers. See pages 9-10 
and 19-20 for our review of 
mid-season’s best events. 

ANNIVERSARY PLANNING 
With the big 60 just around the corner in 
2022, we’re on the lookout for subcommittee 
members – go to page 23 for more 

CHAMPIONS WRAP UP 
Season 2021 might well have 
wrapped up early thanks to the 
Sydney Sneeze – but not before 
Masters Over-45 clinched the title! 
Check pages 3 and 6 for our other 
2021 champions. 
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Well, this isn’t how we’d hoped season 2021 would turn out. 
 
Thanks to the virulent (see what I did there?) spread of COVID-19 out of Sydney and across the borders 
of our fair Territory, Capital Football made the difficult decision on 7 September to end the season across 
all leagues and divisions in the ACT. While this was almost a foregone conclusion as lockdown ticked over 
into September, that doesn’t necessarily make it any easier. But, rather than dwelling on what has come 
to pass, SCUM is here to celebrate what was in this literally wet and wild season with this month’s ACT 
Lockdown Edition! 
 
Just as with last month, I have to once again put my hand up and apologise for being so slow to get this 
issue out – though the extra time has not gone to waste. Inside are match reports from Masters League 1 
(pages 8, 17, and 18), Masters Over-45s (pages 7-8, 21-23, and 25-29), and Community League 6 (pages 
11 and 14-15), as well as a writeup of the superb NPL2 and NPL2 Under-23 seasons (overleaf). 
 
We’ve also got a recap of the heady days before lockdown, resplendent with pictures and all, from our 
annual Trivia Night and the ANUFC+ANUWFC Matildas Olympic Viewing Party. While it seems like an age 
ago that we could gather in such vast numbers, the photos attest that whether it’s fathoming out football 
logos or cheering on the Aussies in Japan, ANUFC really turn out! 
 
There’s celebration in these pages too: five of ANUFC’s teams are celebrating premierships after the 
premature end to the season, with the points-per-game hauls of our NPL Under-23s (overleaf), State 
League 1 Reserve, State League 3, Community League 4, and Masters Over-45s (all page 6) sides giving 
ANUFC the distinction of being the most successful senior men’s club in Capital Football competition in 
2021, and the only club to have fielded winners in each of NPL, State, Community, and Masters leagues. 
How about it! 
 
Lastly, SCUM has abandoned its efforts at page-filling journalism 
(go check out our predictions for Copa America 2021 and EURO 
2020 in issue 2) in lieu of genuine club updates, with information 
about applications for the 60th anniversary subcommittee (page 
23), submissions for the annual end-season SCUM (page 24), 
and plans for the Summer-9s tournament (provided lockdown 
eases – see page 29) all within. There’s more than enough in here 
to kill a half hour, and I mean, it’s lockdown and mid-semester 
break – what excuse do you have not to? 
 
Signing-off, for one last regular-season SCUM, 
 
Joshua Woodyatt

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Abusing editorial privileges: 
The editor in action 
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For many teams, the shuttering of 
season 2021 thanks to lockdown is a 
disappointment. That’s a fair enough 
response while sat at home ruing 
missed opportunities to get a run in 
– but spare a thought for the boys 

over in NPL2. After a fantastic season duking it out at the top with O’Connor, and having been 
genuinely in the title race from matchday one, Capital Football’s regrettable (but understandable) 
decision to call time on the campaign has hit them harder than most. Pipped on points-per-game 
by the barest of margins – with just two points in it – after seeing matchday 14’s potential title-decider 
washed out, they can nonetheless look back on an 
absolutely superb showing this term. They have more 
than proven their worth for a spot in the top division, 
and this editor feels safe in speaking for the whole 
club when he says that he cannot wait to see what 
season 2022 has in store. Indeed, if the results 
elsewhere are anything to go by, the future is shining 
bright, for ANUFC is also blessed with an undefeated 
title winning NPL2 Under-23 squad. Their 
staggering eight-point buffer over the next nearest 
team, having played one less game, is telling of just 
what reserves of talent the NPL2 title-tilt will have to 
draw upon in 2022. Laying down the gauntlet from 
matchday one with a 7-1 deconstruction of Canberra 
White Eagles, other results including a 6-2 aggregate 
result over nearest rivals Brindabella, and a fighting draw against third placed Weston on matchday 
16 showed the class of this squad. One thing is for certain – with form like this on the board, ANUFC’s 
NPL contingent will surely be ringing in the club’s 60th anniversary year in style – bring on 2022! 
 

 

NPL P W D L F A GD PTS PTS NPL U23s P W D L F A GD PTS PTS
1 O'Connor Knights SC 16 13 2 1 41 8 33 41 2.6 1 ANU FC 16 13 3 0 55 19 36 42 2.6
2 ANU FC 16 12 3 1 44 16 28 39 2 2 Brindabella Blues FC 17 11 1 5 38 24 14 34 2.0
3 Canberra White Eagles FC 16 8 2 6 36 30 6 26 1.6 3 Weston Molonglo FC 17 8 4 5 35 24 11 28 1.6
4 Yoogali SC 17 7 2 8 35 33 2 23 1.4 4 O'Connor Knights SC 16 7 0 9 46 50 -4 21 1.3
5 Wagga City Wanderers FC 17 4 0 13 23 67 -44 12 0.7 5 Queanbeyan City FC 17 6 3 8 30 35 -5 21 1.2
6 Queanbeyan City FC 16 11 1 4 49 20 29 10 0.6 6 Yoogali SC 17 5 4 8 26 36 -10 19 1.1
7 Weston Molonglo FC 17 3 1 13 26 52 -26 10 0.6 7 Canberra White Eagles FC 17 5 2 10 32 50 -18 17 1.0
8 Brindabella Blues FC 17 2 1 14 24 49 -25 7 0.4 8 Wagga City Wanderers FC 17 2 3 12 22 46 -24 9 0.5

LEADING THE LINE 
ANUFC in the National Premier Leagues 

NPL2 UNDER-23s 
 
Season Record: 
13W • 3D • 0L 
2.625 points per game 
 
Standout performance: 
8-2 against O’Connor? 7-1 against 
Canberra White Eagles? The five 
goal thriller (3-2) against Weston? In 
an undefeated season, it can be 
hard to choose! 

Champions 
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Honestly? Not much 
With lockdown extended in the ACT until at least October 15, we’ll have to wait a little while longer 
(hopefully not too much longer!) to get back on the park. To help get us there as fast as possible, 
here’s a handy list of places you can get COVID-tested and vaccinated closest to ANU: 
(SCUM  disclaimer: always consult up-to-date information at https://www.covid19.act.gov.au!) 
 
Testing: 
 
WALK-IN: Capital Pathology O’Connor 
Unit 1, O’Connor Professional centre, 15 
Sargood Street, O’Connor ACT 2602 (no 
referral required). 
Opening Hours: 7:30am-4:30pm Mon-Fri, 
8:00am-4:00pm Sat (closed Sun) 
 
DRIVE-THROUGH ONLY: EPIC 
Junction of Flemington Road and 
Northbourne Avenue, Mitchell ACT 2911. 
Opening Hours: 8:00am (gates open at 
7:00am) until late daily 
 
DRIVE THROUGH ONLY: Brindabella 
Business Park 
Molonglo Drive (entry off Brindabella 
Circuit), Pialligo ACT 2609. 
Opening Hours: 8:00am until late daily 

Vaccination (Pfizer/BioNTech eligible): 
 
Garran mass clinic 
Book via MyDHR or at 02 5124 7700 
 
Canberra Airport mass clinic 
Also book via MyDHR or at 02 5124 7700 
 
Hobart Place General Practice 
Book at 02 6247 4342 
 
Vaccination (AstraZeneca): 
 
National Health Co-op at Kambri 
Book at 02 6178 0400 
 
Hobart Place General Practice 
Book at 02 6247 4342 (much shorter wait than 
for Pfizer/BioNTech!) 

What’s in the SCUM in 2021 
SCUM relies on submissions from across the club for its weekly match reports, and we feature submissions 
of up to 500 words covering interesting or exciting results (win or lose) from your team. We’ve done our 
best to fit as many match reports as possible into each issue, so as long you’ve met the editorial guidelines, 
we’ve published it! If only they took writing and publishing standards this easy across the rest of ANU. 
 
For more on SCUM’s editorial guidelines, and for information on complaining to the editor about a report, 
an image, the font, or just the kind of bloke he is, see page 33.

WHAT’S ON IN SEPTEMBER 
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State League 1 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG State League 1 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Weston Molonglo FC 1 14 12 2 0 48 8 40 38 2.7 1 ANU FC 4 13 11 1 1 50 14 36 34 2.6
2 UC Stars Football 6 14 10 1 3 48 21 27 31 2.2 2 Weston Molonglo FC 2 12 8 2 2 60 16 44 26 2.2
3 ANU FC 1 15 10 2 3 49 26 23 32 2 3 Gungahlin Juventus 3 13 8 2 3 36 21 15 26 2.0
4 Belnorth FC 4 14 7 4 3 45 23 22 25 1.8 4 Belnorth FC 5 12 7 1 4 32 22 10 22 1.8
5 Gungahlin Juventus 2 14 8 1 5 40 24 16 25 1.8 5 UC Stars Football 7 12 6 2 4 43 26 17 20 1.7
6 Majura FC 6 14 6 4 4 35 29 6 22 1.6 6 ANU FC 2 13 6 1 6 47 24 23 19 1.5
7 ADFA FC 1 12 4 1 7 16 30 -14 13 1.1 7 Monaro Panthers FC 4 12 3 1 8 28 40 -12 10 0.8
8 ANU FC 3 15 3 2 10 30 40 ## 11 1 8 Majura FC 7 12 1 0 11 23 82 -59 3 0.3
9 Monaro Panthers FC 3 14 0 2 12 10 55 -45 2 0.1 9 ADFA FC 2 11 0 0 11 7 81 -74 0 0.0

10 Woden Valley SC 9 14 0 1 13 13 78 -65 1 0.1

State League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG State League 2 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Yass FC 1 14 13 1 0 53 15 38 40 2.9 1 Yass FC 2 13 10 1 2 45 13 32 31 2.4
2 Lanyon United FC 1 15 9 2 4 34 24 10 29 1.9 2 Weston Molonglo FC 19 12 9 1 2 39 16 23 28 2.3
3 Cooma SC 1 15 8 3 4 37 19 18 27 1.8 3 ANU FC 7 16 11 1 4 64 23 41 34 2.1
4 Tuggeranong United FC 1 14 7 1 6 44 33 11 22 1.6 4 Canberra City SC 2 14 9 1 4 42 10 32 28 2.0
5 Canberra City SC 1 13 6 2 5 34 28 6 20 1.5 5 Brindabella Blues FC 5 14 8 2 4 40 20 20 26 1.9
6 Weston Molonglo FC 18 13 5 3 5 32 23 9 18 1.4 6 UC Stars Football 9 13 6 3 4 31 19 12 21 1.6
7 UC Stars Football 8 13 5 2 6 20 17 3 17 1.3 7 Lanyon United FC 2 14 6 1 7 33 29 4 19 1.4
8 Brindabella Blues FC 4 14 5 2 7 23 32 -9 17 1.2 8 Tuggeranong United FC 2 14 4 0 10 20 39 -19 12 0.9
9 ANU FC 5 16 4 2 10 32 45 ## 14 1 9 Canberra Croatia FC 3 15 1 1 13 10 71 -61 4 0.3

10 Canberra Croatia FC 2 15 0 0 15 12 85 -73 0 0 10 Cooma SC 2 15 0 1 14 16 100 -84 1 0.1

State League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG State League 3 Reserves P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 ANU FC 6 13 12 1 0 50 14 36 37 3 1 Burns FC 3 13 12 1 0 45 7 38 37 2.8
2 Belwest Foxes SC 1 13 7 3 3 36 22 14 24 1.8 2 Belwest Foxes SC 3 13 8 1 4 31 23 8 25 1.9
3 UC Stars Football 10 13 6 5 2 34 21 13 23 1.8 3 UC Stars Football 11 13 8 0 5 33 21 12 24 1.8
4 Brindabella Blues FC 6 12 6 3 3 28 23 5 21 1.8 4 Narrabundah FC 2 14 7 4 3 33 20 13 25 1.8
5 Burns FC 2 13 7 1 5 32 25 7 22 1.7 5 Belsouth FC 3 14 7 2 5 44 27 17 23 1.6
6 Canberra City SC 3 13 6 0 7 39 54 -15 18 1.4 6 ANU FC 8 14 6 1 7 28 39 ## 19 1.4
7 Woden Valley SC 11 14 6 1 7 28 31 -3 19 1.4 7 Canberra City SC 4 13 5 0 8 19 37 -18 15 1.2
8 Narrabundah FC 1 14 3 2 9 33 42 -9 11 0.8 8 Woden Valley SC 12 14 5 1 8 29 42 -13 16 1.1
9 Belsouth FC 2 14 3 0 11 15 46 -31 9 0.6 9 Tuggeranong United FC 4 13 2 1 10 15 41 -26 7 0.5

10 Tuggeranong United FC 3 13 1 2 10 21 38 -17 5 0.4 10 Brindabella Blues FC 7 13 1 1 11 11 31 -20 4 0.3

STATE LEAGUE STANDINGS 
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For all the many hurdles thrown up by season 2021 – from some of the most persistent rain in recent 
Canberran memory, through to an unprecedented shutdown across the Territory – some things have 
remained the same. Of those constants – questionably marked local football pitches, even more 
questionable calls by partisan linesmen, balls floating off down Sullivan’s Creek behind Willows – 
the indomitable spirit of ANUFC stands out. While such persistence is surely true of all local sporting 
clubs in these challenging times, few can boast such a record of achievement as we can. Across all 
of Capital Football’s senior men’s tournaments ANUFC were more successful than any other club, 
with five title-winning sides. That’s worth celebrating! 
 
To do just that, here’s SCUM’s very brief roundup of the State, Community, and Masters League title 
winners (NPL2’s Under-23 glory was covered back in our Leading the Line featurette on page 4) as 
we race to get August’s issue published before September is finished: 
 
 
  

CHAMPIONS! 

STATE LEAGUE 1  
RESERVE 
(ANUFC 4) 
 
Season Record: 
11W • 1D • 1L 
2.615 points per game 
 
Standout performance: 
A stunning 10-0 demolition of ADFA on 
matchday 15. 

STATE LEAGUE 3 
 
Season Record: 
12W • 1D • 0L 
2.846 points per game 
 
Standout performance: 
Matchday 7’s ten-goal thriller against 
Canberra City SC – with a City hat-trick 
bested by Eoin Noble’s four (!) goal haul. 

Champions Champions 

COMMUNITY  
LEAGUE 4 
(ANUFC 11) 
 
Season Record: 
11W • 0D • 1L 
2.727 points per game 
 
Standout performance: 
Matchday 9’s win over runners-up Majura 
(unknowingly) sealed the CLM4 crown. 

MASTERS OVER-45s 
 
Season Record: 
Undefeated 
3.000 points per game 
 
Standout performance: 
Go see for yourself! Match reports across 
the season are spread through issues 1, 2, 
and 3 of SCUM’s 30th volume. 

Champions Champions 
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In a time when nature is pushing back to take 
control of ‘normal’, and Mother Nature 
conspired to wash out the entirety of Round 10 
on 27 June, the Canberra (and some might say 
global) football world was ready to spin again 
with Round 11 on 4 July. With invisible 
whiteboard tendrils, one option of MO45 
Coach CDR’s pre-match plan for opening up 
Weston-Molonglo was particularly embedded 
into the DNA of an inspired orange mob: 
“Think of the crossbar as a virus. Now crush it.”                 
f 
 
Dutifully forgotten by the time we crossed the 
lipid bilayer membrane, we threw ourselves 
into the primordial soup of the Mawson pitch. 
Butch and Plastic shielded their eyes from the 
sun glinting off the petri dish of standing water 
near our goal, and the virions were released. 
 
With genetics thrumming in harmony with 
good news from the Euros earlier that 
morning, Pat’s finely-evolved hips swivelled 
around one, two, three, two again, defenders 
to punch in his first in an eon (by his own tough 
standards). Three Lions on his heart, and a 
scholarly textbook too; this was a natural 
footballing order re-exerting itself. A second 
goal was to follow, with Pat’s season score now 
at 14. Or, for the other 10 commensalistic 
macrobiota also the pitch, Weston 0 ANU 2. 
 
Cosmic dust then settled in Tom’s bright eyes. 
After hundreds of the very same runs 
ingrained into the DNA of Cosmo, he received 
a brilliant Tommy ball on a perfectly-timed 
diagonal run to slot home around a keeper 
adrift of his line. This brought a nod from 
(Nick) Houston – we have no problems. 
 

Half-time beers (or, pray tell, the more evolved 
and higher %EtOH W-M throng who were 
shaken but not stirred?!) were raised as an 
option to fortify the backline’s defence out on 
the Mawson marsh. Without the requisite 
alcohol swabs and face masks, the crossbar as 
virus idea had mutated over a few slow 
generations during the first half, and finally 
emerged as a viable option. Cue the Pomp 
from the Swamp, the Grump at the Dump. 
More than a few audible gasps from both sides 
were heard after the first few impassioned 
thumps. New player key stats options sprouted 
spontaneously on the CF website. Mercy. 
 
Between virus bashings, and far-flung alpha 
male free kicks, Plastic’s reflexes made even a 
few viruses take note with two superb 1-on-1 
saves. Ravi was doing a lot of suppression 
work down the left side with Stods from our 
goal kicks, while Tony and Nige up the right 
side deftly held all 11 to the passing plan. 
 
A Butch header and Palfrey centrifuging were 
our salvation, setting up the vector to be 
delivered under the crossbar with a Wise grin. 
At last, the variability in previous weeks was 

THE WALKER-PALFREMAN 
THEORY OF NATURAL 
SELECTION 

Masters League Over-45s 
Weston Molonglo v ANUFC 
Mawson 102 
4 July (matchday 11) 
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settled. CDR’s plan was delivered. Weston 0 
ANU 4. 

 
A comprehensive win to ANU that lands the 
squad on #10. This mob’s phenotype lives to 
go further in this natural selection process.  

 
Oh, and another 4-0 win on the other side of 
the equator earlier on Sunday morning caused 
a number of the MO45 team to think natural 
selection is correcting a short aberration in the 
football world

 
 
It was another match-up against the matchy-
uppiest of teams, Spent-Force Weston. Despite 
ANUFC's good season on the verge of 
becoming a great season, there remained the 
fact that Weston somehow managed to raise 
their game against this week's opponents, or 
otherwise had the measure of ANU. 
 
Weston were bolstered by the addition of a 
previously unseen chap whose sole job seemed 
to be to quiet Brett's yap, but in his absence had 
to be satisfied with cleaning out Nick T, Waz, Mark, Grim, Miguel and Si in no particular order. 
Comically, an attempt to run through Moesy failed. 
 
This writer is recuperating at beautifully quiet and warm Alma Bay on Magnetic Island. The tepid 
blue waters are calling me, but I have to finish this first. I have a light sweat just sitting still. The 
perfect tonic for the Wanniassa chill.  
 
Later, I'll wash it all away, diving deep under the surface and later, sipping a rapidly warming beer, 
I'll remember the look on the opposition players' faces when Miguel finally equalised, after ANU 
trailed by the Weston Scoreline. 

 
Another case of ANU fighting to the bitter 
end. Another example of the resilience of 
this group. We continue to dream. 
  

FINAL SCORE 
Weston 0 – 4 ANUFC 
Scorers:  
Pat Walker (x2) 
Raoul Craemer 
Michael Wiseman 

26°C AND SUNNY 

Masters League 1 
Weston Molonglo v ANUFC 
Wanniassa 202 
4 July (matchday 11) 

FINAL SCORE 
Weston 3 – 3 ANUFC 
Scorers:  
Ian Moes Paul Mullens 
Miguel Lattz 
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Managing to squeeze one of our 
best events of the year in just before 
lockdown was, in hindsight, a great 
way to unknowingly cap season 2021 in person. A packed Hellenic with excellent representation 
from teams and sponsors alike saw a night of fierce and fast-paced trivia, with a good time had by 
all. Thanks to the fine photography work of Kiera, prised from her usual ANUFC duties of taking 
excellent quality snaps of terrible quality CLM3 football, SCUM can bring you some of the best 
pictures from that wonderful night. Enjoy!  

TRIVIA NIGHT 2021 

Sobriety test: Picking up Skittles with 
chopsticks proves surprisingly difficult halfway 

through the evening 

Remember this? The thronging crowd awaits trivia 

Picture perfect: Jono’s picture 
round has the World Cup 

afficionados out in force 

Head scratcher: Jono’s questions had a few 
tables agonising over their answers 

Partners on and off the field: Moray & Agnew 
were well represented at trivia night 2021 

Good times: No less fun up the back 
of the trivia hall! 
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Hard yards: Our wonderful MC 
keeps the questions coming 

Winners are grinners:  
2021’s winning table celebrating with 
their Gulson merchandise! 

No contest: Dan Clink aces the bottle flip 

Fed and watered: The boys enjoy all the best Hellenic has to offer 

With thanks to our hosts: 
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Our road to the finals continued with an 
extremely hard-fought draw in which we came 
from behind twice to secure a draw and a point 
at home against Yass.  
 
The game had to be moved from the original 
field because it was waterlogged which the 
Redbacks weren’t happy about, but the game 
eventually got underway. Importantly, this 
fixture marked a tactical turning point for the 
side, with Coach Marcus implementing a new 3-5-2 formation allowing us to close the gap between 
our defensive and midfield lines and more effectively press, win the ball, and launch attacks.  
 
We got off to an unlucky start and the Redbacks were able to score first. Fortunately, we were led 
back into the game by our very own captain fantastic, Sam ‘Longish’ who combined with Kaushal 
Sharma to tiki-taka the ball into the back of the net and restore parity. That parity was seriously 
threatened towards the end of the first half when a Yass corner was swung in close enough to our 
goal that GK Peter Phillipa had to punch it up behind the goal. This led to a massive protest by the 
Redbacks claiming that the ball had actually gone into the goal and Peter had punched it out 
through the net which had come undone. Luckily, the ref wasn’t as delusional as the protesting 
players and saw that the net had come down when Peter’s hand caught it coming down from 
punching the ball. With no more major incidents we went into the break at 1-1 and were confident 
that even without talismanic striker Max Wiggins we could break through for a win. 
 
The second half didn’t start quite how we would’ve liked with the 
Redbacks coming out of the gates swinging. Pressed heavily into our 
own half, everyone could feel a chance coming but even with our 
backline holding firm to deny a clear chance a hesitation in closing 
down by this author allowed a shot from outside the box which 
squeezed past our keeper. 1-2. After that goal the Redbacks wisely 
decided that all their luck had been used up with their two lucky goals 
and retreated into their own half, we however knew we still had some 
skill left in the tank and pushed them back into our own half. Our 
breakthrough came on a corner with Liam Stewart Little pestering the 
keeper beautifully and forcing a mistake from the keeper who 
punched the ball into his own net. 2-2. Our last chance was almost 

converted by 
Andrew Barr (not that one) who got a deflection 
off his butt, alas it went just wide. The game 
finished 2-2 but while we didn’t get all 3 points 
we came away with valuable experience in our 
new formation and no new injuries. 

A TENSE AFFAIR 

Community League 6 
Yass v ANUFC 13 
Lyneham 207 
3 July (matchday 12) 

FINAL SCORE 
Yass 2 – 2 ANUFC 
Scorers:  
Sam Long (Yass Own Goal) 

Watching on: 
Coach Marcus 
surveys the 
troops on MD8 
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Community League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG Community League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Gungahlin Juventus 4 13 12 1 0 75 19 56 37 2.8 1 O'Connor Knights SC 20 13 12 0 1 94 19 75 36 2.8
2 Belnorth FC 7 13 12 0 1 72 9 63 36 2.8 2 Weston Molonglo FC 4 12 9 0 3 48 18 30 27 2.3
3 ANU FC 21 13 10 1 2 71 15 56 31 2 3 ANU FC 9 12 6 3 3 42 36 6 21 1.8
4 Woden Valley SC 14 13 6 1 6 30 35 -5 19 1.5 4 Weston Molonglo FC 3 11 5 1 5 33 34 -1 16 1.5
5 Gungahlin United FC 5 12 4 3 5 32 43 -11 15 1.3 5 Belnorth FC 11 12 5 2 5 40 36 4 17 1.4
6 Gungahlin United FC 4 12 4 2 6 34 31 3 14 1.2 6 Belnorth FC 8 12 3 3 6 33 38 -5 12 1.0
7 Majura FC 8 12 4 1 7 26 35 -9 13 1.1 7 Woden Valley SC 15 12 0 1 11 13 75 -62 1 0.1
8 Belwest Foxes SC 5 13 4 1 8 31 53 -22 13 1 8 UC Stars Football 12 6 0 0 6 5 52 -47 0 0.0
9 ADFA FC 4 10 1 0 9 7 51 -44 3 0.3

10 Belwest Foxes SC 4 13 0 0 13 14 ## -87 0 0

Community League 4 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG Community League 5 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 ANU FC 11 11 10 0 1 56 7 49 30 3 1 Weston Molonglo FC 5 12 10 2 0 57 16 41 32 2.7
2 Majura FC 9 13 10 2 1 53 16 37 32 2.5 2 Lanyon United FC 1 12 8 2 2 34 21 13 26 2.2
3 ANU FC 10 12 6 3 3 43 22 21 21 2 3 ANU FC 12 11 5 3 3 36 19 17 18 1.6
4 Canberra White Eagles FC 313 6 2 5 45 25 20 20 1.5 4 ANU FC 20 10 3 3 4 19 18 1 12 1.2
5 Gundaroo Bullocks 1 12 6 0 6 37 29 8 18 1.5 5 Majura FC 10 11 4 1 6 18 26 -8 13 1.2
6 Burns FC 4 13 6 1 6 42 35 7 19 1.5 6 Narrabundah FC 3 11 3 1 7 26 27 -1 10 0.9
7 Belnorth FC 10 13 3 1 9 22 58 -36 10 0.8 7 Tuggeranong United FC 5 11 0 0 11 9 72 -63 0 0.0
8 Majura FC 53 11 2 1 8 26 59 -33 7 0.6
9 ADFA FC 5 10 0 0 10 7 80 -73 0 0

Community League 6 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Weston Molonglo FC 20 15 13 0 2 64 20 44 39 2.6
2 ANU FC 13 13 8 4 1 40 16 24 28 2.2
3 Belnorth FC 16 13 6 3 4 46 31 15 21 1.6
4 Yass FC 3 13 5 2 6 28 39 -11 17 1.3
5 Belsouth FC 1 13 5 1 7 23 46 -23 16 1.2
6 Gungahlin United FC 11 13 5 0 8 39 44 -5 15 1.2
7 ANU FC 15 12 3 1 8 25 31 -6 10 0.8
8 ANU FC 14 14 2 1 11 20 58 ## 7 0.5

COMMUNITY LEAGUE 
STANDINGS 
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Established in 2014, Ford Peterson is Australia’s leading accounting, finance and risk 
recruitment business. 

 
We actively work with candidates and clients in the following disciplines: 

 
Accounting Professional Services 

Accounting Commerce 
Business Office Support 

 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR ANU MEMBERS: 
Any ANU member whose referral results in a placement will 

receive $1,000 for themselves and $1,000 for their team. 
 

Please contact peter@fphq.com.au for more information. 
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In the midst of a cold stretch that coincidentally 
begun with the start of the Uni break, ANUFC 13 
was eager to end its winless streak and attacking 
struggles. Through June, ANUFC 13 had lost a 
tough game 1-0 and then drawn against two 
teams close to the bottom of the table. These 
struggles, typified by a lack of substitutions, had 
dropped the squad from First on the ladder to 
the harrowing depths of second place.  
 
Playing a postponed game in their 
bye week from the eighth round on 
Saturday July 11, ANUFC 13 was 
eager to end this winless streak.  
 
However, issues threatened before 
kick-off. The morning was so cold, and 
the pitch so rain soaked that it must 
have scared off the Capital Football-
appointed referee. Requiring the 
opposition, Gungahlin United FC, to 
replace them with their own squad-
member. As the team representatives 
met in the middle there was not even 
as much as a coin toss to decide the 
opening possession, a micro-
aggression which seemingly lit a fire 
under Captain Sam Long.   
 
ANUFC 13 lined up in their new 3-5-2 formation, ready to rely on their midfield to generate attacking 
chances. From the start the forward press caused troubles for Gungahlin, and any forward 
momentum they had was easily snuffed out by the backline. Early pressure was quickly converted 

within the first 15 minutes as Kaushal Sharma, playing in the 
front two, dealt a beautiful cross to Captain Long in the box 
who deftly eased it by the keeper.  
 
Only a couple minutes later lightning would strike twice, and 
Long would make it 2-0, this time scoring from the top of the 
box. From here, the floodgates opened. Central midfielder 
Sanjai Lakshmanan threaded a lovely through ball to forward  
 

BACK TO WINNING WAYS 

Community League 6 
Gunghalin United v ANUFC 13 
Bonner 101 
10 July (matchday 8 replay) 

Pictures you can feel: A cold, grey morning at Bonner 101 

No answer: Gunghalin’s defence 
squares off against Marcus’ strike force 
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Henry Campbell, leaving only a lone defender and the keeper to beat. 
Kaushal, riding a high after assisting the first two goals, would also put 
one home to make it 4-0. Wingback Alex Robinson, in form after a big 
scoring night in a social soccer match the night before, would also make 
himself known by scoring a defensive-personnel only goal: as the ball 
was played from the keeper to centre-back Angus ‘Goose’ Pratt, who 
delivered a chipped long-ball to Robinson, who beat multiple defenders 
by himself before putting it in the net. Afterwards he would humbly jog 
back to ANU’s half like nothing much had happened.  Goose would take 
the opposite route, loudly and repeatedly exclaiming to the linesman in 

disbelief “Oh my god! I actually got an assist!”. ANUFC 13’s final goal of the game was again scored 
by Sam Long halftime, sealing his first hat-trick of the season.  
 
The second half was comparably uneventful. Scoring opportunities were created up the wings by 
Kaushal and future political hopeful, wingback Andrew Barr, however they were not converted. An 
uncharacteristic mistake by Keeper Peter 
Philippa gave Gungahlin a goal in the waning 
moments of the match, leaving the final score  
6-1. After a comprehensive victory, ANUFC 13 
looks to be regaining its peak form at just the 
right time - only two matches away from the 
semi-finals.  
 
Henry Campbell 

Knackered: We’ve all 
been there 

FINAL SCORE 
Gunghalin 1 – 6 ANUFC 
Scorers:  
Sam Long (x3) 
Henry Campbell 
Alex Robinson 
Kaushal Sharma 

Keep it up!  
Gaffer Marcus imparts 
some half-time wisdom 
under the Bonner gazebo 
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We were back at it this week after a mini mid-
season off-season against UC in this year's third 
(or fourth) instalment of the Stink Cup. It's been 
so long between games that this writer has 
forgotten everything about match reports, 
including the use of the third person for match 
action - creating separation between event and 
article - but not obnoxiously referring to himself 
in the third person. See, what I'm trying to create 
is the illusion of an external interest in our 
fixtures. The number of YouTube views for this match will be telling. 
 
After identifying a few areas of solid ground on which to play, ANU settled after some characteristic 
early jitters and could have been up after [REDACTED] stammered on an open goal, and a few other 
chances went begging. One thing about the muddy conditions was that everyone's touch looked 
awesome. When the ball lands with a splat, there are no awkward bounces. UC's opener came about 
this way, from a ball that should have bounded happily over the sideline but instead held up nicely. 
A neat turn and flick of Nat's arse and it was top corner. Brett, not to be outdone, chipped the world's 
most chippable 'keeper with a once-in-a-lifetime effort from outside the box to equalise. In a frantic 
half, Nat got muddy scoring his first for the colours after Pauly's flick on/dangerous challenge on 
the 'keeper, while UC capitalised on some questionable refereeing (the shock!) and ANU's lack of 
anticipation on rebounds to bring us to where we'd started by halftime. 
 
As Moesy later pointed out, it was hard to move freely in certain areas, but overall UC were quicker 
to the ball, which is something the coaching staff will need to sort out by the run-in to finals. With 
the qualifying teams qualified, the only thing to sort out is the order. Deckchairs and Titanic are two 
words that spring to mind (although I have a sneaking suspicion I've made that reference previously 
- I'm losing it). ANU tried to ensure they gained the prominent position, and took the lead again 
after Pauly got onto the end of some nifty work. 
 
Later, Mark channelled his inner Fabio Capello/Neil Lennon to deliver some encouragement to 
Delves and a 'never mind mate he won't skin you next ti...', F**k! Oh well. Two strikingly similar 
moves from UC that left Tom (who had been immense as usual) exposed saw the game end 4-3 to 

UC to secure bragging rights for the first time 
this season (quite who they're bragging to, I'm 
not sure). 
 
Mark Shrewsbury 
 
 
 

MUD AND THUNDER 

Masters League 1 
UC Stars v ANUFC 
Charnwood 131 
1 August (matchday 14) 

FINAL SCORE 
ANUFC 3 – 4 UC Stars 
Scorers:  
Brett Graham 
Nathan Ashton 
Paul Mullens 
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ANUFC added to their steaming pile of points 
this season following a pulsating, frustrating 
and thoroughly enjoyable Sunday kickabout 
with Plucky Belwest. Maybe it's the concussion 
talking, but, despite the odd heavy challenge, it 
was a game played in good spirits on a big pitch 
of varying surface consistency. ANU's gritty 
determination in the second half didn't bear as 
much fruit at they would have hoped, but the 
game all but ensured Belwest avoids 
'relegation' and will front up again next season. Doing our civic duty. 
 
Weston may also survive the drop. They had previously looked like a SF, but managed to put UC 
back in their box in yet another reshuffling of positions 2-4. One assumes #QBN did the business 
against Lanyon, so here we are. With three games to play and almost nothing to play for aside from 
polishing up those combinations in time for finals. Who we'll play is anyone's guess (it'll be QBN). 
This presents the mouth-watering prospect that someone's cousin will have scheduled a wedding 
or something on a 'post-season' weekend, not realising the quirks of CF finals, thus delivering a 
walkover for ANU. Dreams sometimes come true. 
 
The ANU hierarchy will be hoping various injuries for Tom (getting kicked by a Belwest forward), Nat 
(hamstring twang) and Moesy (knee ouch!) clear up by next week, with other expected absences. 
Tom's performances and the fact he also turns out for the 'Reserves' each week is an effort worthy 
of a shout out. Grimace is growing into his role of team crankypants every week, giving Pauly the 
blow dryer mid-skirmish for being Pauly, who, by the way, added another one in his quest for Golden 
Boot at his first attempt. Grim, meanwhile, experienced the agony of a miraculous save from the 
Belwest 'keeper late on in a Black Mirror of Grim's improbable heroics the last time the teams met. 
I'm still not sure how he was able to move his body that way (who I'm talking about is up to the 
reader). 
 
I'm feeling very sleepy now... 
 
Mark Shrewsbury

STUPID, LIKE A FOX! 

Masters League 1 
Belwest v ANUFC 
Kambah 301 
8 August (matchday 15) 

FINAL SCORE 
ANUFC 1 – 1 Belwest 
Scorers:  
Paul Mullens 
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When it comes to women’s 
football, few countries can 
lay claim to so star-studded 
a side as Australia’s 
Matildas. To be sure, 
America and England have 

their fair share of star power, and Brazil can boast one of the greatest of all time in Marta, but 
Australia is by no means a second-string side. From talismanic striker Sam Kerr, through established 
names like Hayley Raso and Emily van Egmond, down to breakout talents to watch like Kyra Cooney-
Cross – Australian fans are not short of star-power to get behind. And so it was on 21 July that ANUFC 
and ANUWFC gathered at Hellenic to watch the Matildas play out a pulsating six-goal thriller in 
Saitama against ultimate silver medallists Sweden. While the result ultimately fell Sweden’s way 4-2, 
care of second-half goals for Fridolina Rolfö, 
Lina Hurtig, and Emma Blackstenius, Sam 
Kerr’s second to make it 2-1 in the 48th minute 
had the crowd believing. Thankfully there 
was no harm done, as a draw in the final 
group game against the titanic USA saw the 
Matildas clinch an all-important point and 
advance to the knockout stages. Here are 
SCUM’s picks for the best shots of the night: 
  

MATILDAS v SWEDEN 
VIEWING PARTY 

FINAL SCORE 

4 – 2 
HT: 1-1 

Rolfö (20’, 63’) 
Hurtig (52’) 
Blackstenius (82’) 
 

Kerr (36’, 48’) 

All ball, ref! Passions were high in the audience Good times: All smiles before Rolfö’s second 

Out in force: ANUWFC cheering the Matildas on Engrossing: All eyes forward 
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Jubilation! Sam Kerr makes it 2-1 

…and commiseration: Sweden run away with it 
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Peak autumn arrived late in 2021. The trees 
remained magnificent and the days warm until 
deep into early May. When Round 3 arrived, 
the Kambah Playing Fields, in the lee of Mount 
Taylor, looked resplendent. The sun shone 
brightly on the affairs of mice and men and a 
sense of luminous possibility hung thick in the 
air. 

It was also Mother’s Day, the knowledge of 
which brought an extra layer of mournful 
poignancy to the match, as even more than 
usual players realised that footballing hours 
were borrowed from parsimonious 
timekeepers who would begrudgingly require 
other forms of compensation. It would not be 
enough to return home after three beers to 
casually mention that without fathers there can 
be no mothers. No, not on this day. 

Under these circumstances, as I pretended to 
warm-up, I reflected on how the morning had 
tremendous potential as one that football 
could either ruin or make great. As it 
happened, football, and ANUFC in particular, 
delivered greatness. 

You cannot get a more triumphant score than 
ANU FC 8 - Woden 1. Well, maybe 8-0. Or 10-
0. But I digress. Everyone on the day was a 
winner, it was that kind of day, whether 
defender, midfielder, striker, keeper or coach. 
Even the opposition was a winner, fighting on, 
usually between themselves, to the very end. 

The goodness started at training on 
Wednesday night when Coach De Ruyter came 
up with a cunning plan to press high. Never 
have plans hatched at training borne such 
immediate fruit. 

Pat Walker, refreshed by a week of rest and 
relaxation in the NZ travel bubble, took 
advantage of the hard-working press to seize  

 

the ball from a hapless Woden defender. After 
mere minutes, ANU FC 1-0. 

Next, a ball was crossed in from the right from 
Nige. Walker took a delightful touch, bang, 
into the bottom corner, ANU FC 2-0. 

At that point, Pat in his surprising generosity, 
passed the ball, and shots were fired off by 
Channers and Nick and Channers again, and a 
couple of others, to no effect. Pat decided 
never to pass the ball again, all for a greater 
cause. 

Events moved quickly, and the next two things 
were not so good as the Big Beasts of the ANU 
midfield went down, hamstrung by injuries. 
Palf was hamstrung by his groin and Wisey was 
hamstrung by his calf. 

The Achilles Heel of ageing footballers is the 
calf, or more accurately, soft tissue injuries of 
the leg in general, not the heel. If Achilles had 
lived to play Over-45s, the English language 
would be different, and Palf and Wisey would 
have been described to have been struck 
down by their Achilles Groins and Achilles 
Calves, or more accurately, their Achilles Soft 
Leg Tissue. 

With the Big Beasts gone, the Little Beasts of 
the ANU midfield stayed busy running hither 
and thither. Ably supported by furtive 

WHERE THE BIG BEASTS ARE 

Masters League Over-45s 
Woden Valley v ANUFC 
Kambah 310 
9 May (matchday 3) 
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coaching assistance from the stand-in referee 
and the efforts of the rest of the team, more 
goals flowed. 

Pat scored again, followed by a beautiful run 
and jink accompanied by a looming sense that 
he had done too much, but no, a slot into the 
top left corner by Matt Cuttell. Goal! But then 
lo, for we conceded just before halftime to go 
into the non-sheds with the score at 4-1. There 
was vigorous discussion about whether Plastic 
was chipped. The bench, and Tony in 
particular, would mirthfully have it that Plastic 
was absolutely and unequivocally chipped 
while standing a yard off his line. Plastic would 
have it that the ball skewed off the side of the 
defender’s boot, and despite his perfect 
positioning, flew unstoppably into the goal. 
The debate will surely rage forever. 

In the second half, after stern half time words 
from Coach De Ruyter and the ongoing 
admonitions of Haigy, the team again came 
out firing. Cosmo made a beautiful run to 
round the goalie and snuck the ball in from a 
very tight angle. Goal! 5-1. 

As a result of more high pressing from the 
midfield, the ball fell to Macca. Seeing their 
keeper genuinely off his line, Macca first-timed 
the ball into the back of the empty net. Goal! 
6-1.  

Next, Macca seized the ball on the right, took 
on the left back, scootered down the wing, 
out-cunninged the defender to reach the by-
line, and delivered a perfect cross to the ever-
youthful Pat Walker. Walker timed his hobble 
forward perfectly and bundled the ball over 
the line, only to himself be later bundled over 
the line by a defender. No hard feelings it 
seemed. Goal! 7-1. 

At that point, Pat Walker had a 4-goal haul, and 
like an over-stoked pot belly, started to radiate 
good will to all men. This did not mean he 
passed the ball, though. 

A moment of non-controversy then followed 
when Channers was hacked down in the 
penalty area by a moaning Englishman of the 
opposition and no penalty was awarded. Some 
thought the tackle fair, some thought it 
perfidious. If the tackle was fair, why did 
Channers end up on the ground with no ankle? 

Without further discussion, Channers voted 
with his remaining foot and hopped off early 
to attend Mother’s Day Lunch. 

Next, Ravi worked his magic. Drifting in from 
wide on the left, he curled a beauty into the 
opposing right corner of the goal. How he got 
the ball in the first place remains a mystery, but 
kick it he did and score he did. That made the 
score 8-1 and with that, the scoring and the 
day was complete. 

In summary, rarely will there be a day as good 
as Sunday. We won, and everyone 
participated in the victory. The coach coached 
with great skill, the defenders defended, the 
strikers struck, our goalie was chipped just as 
we all hoped, and the midfielders midfielded 
just as they should. 

 

FINAL SCORE 
Woden 1 – 8 ANUFC 
Scorers:  
Pat Walker (x4)  Steven MacIntyre 
Matthew Cuttell Lalit Prasad 
Raoul Craemer                         
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The beer tasted great after the game and the sun shone warmly. The Big Beasts are in therapy and 
everyone was happy, including the mums. 

Never before and possibly never again will luminous Sunday morning possibility deliver such blue 
and white striped perfection to a yearning world. 
 
SCUM Editorial Note: For those wondering why a report from May is being published in 
September, the editorial staff aren’t very diligent with their emails and let one slip through the net. 
Ordinarily this sort of publishing deadline transgression would be punishable by firing, but the staff 
member in question has excellent connections to the editor (being that they are the same person), 
so has managed to stay on. The scourge of nepotism… 

 
 
 

 
 
It’s hard to imagine, but the mighty ANUFC will be celebrating its Diamond Jubilee in season 2022. 
From humble beginnings back among the trees of the Acton campus, well before the towering 
complexes that dominate its modern skyline, ANUFC has cemented itself as a mainstay of Canberran 
football, boasting more members than any other senior football club. With so much planned, and 
so much worth celebrating, we’re looking for you to help plan the 60th Anniversary Celebrations. 
 
For our 50th Anniversary bash in 2012, the club stalwarts among you will 
recall a variety of commemorations, from the President’s XI v All Stars 
match (below), to a special logo (right) and attendant merchandise. If 
party-planning is your kind of thing, or you have new and interesting 
ideas about how to celebrate this wonderful football club, get in touch 
with Plastic (peter.papathanasiou@gmail.com) about joining the 60th 
Anniversary subcommittee! 

 

 

HELP CELEBRATE ANUFC’S 60th ANNIVERSARY 
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Moray & Agnew is a national law firm of over 600 people, including 93 partners. We serve our 
domestic and international clients from offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra, 

Newcastle and Perth. 
 

We are proud to support the ANUFC community and look forward to seeing the club prosper into 
the 2022 season. 

 

SCUM  NEEDS YOUR HELP! 
 
While it can be difficult to plan further ahead than next 
week in the current climate, the ANUFC Committee 
has tentatively arranged October 30 at the Hellenic 
Club in Woden for the 2022 AGM and Presentation 
Night. Of course, this date could still be subject to 
change, so keep an eye on your emails and the club 
Facebook over the next few weeks. Whether 
presentation night is in person or not, however, we 
here at SCUM are happy to announce that the end of 
season issue will be going ahead no matter what! 
 
This means that we’re looking for your season review 
content, as well as any pictures you might have taken 
of the season in between being washed out and holed 
up at home in lockdown. We don’t care if you took it 
on a Nokia 3310 – pictures really bring the SCUM to 
life. Have a chat with your coaches about writing for 
the end of season issue, and pencil-in October 15 as 
a final submissions date. The end of season SCUM is 
an institution, so don’t miss this opportunity to etch 
your name in the annals of club history! 

Germany v France 
 

Photos wanted: Imagine how good the end of 
season SCUM will look with more snaps like 
this! (image: NPL in action against Wagga) 
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I love this team. I love playing for this team every 
week. I love training and it frustrates me when I can’t 
make training for whatever reason. It’s not just the 
football, it’s also the personalities. 

I am constantly amazed by how many of my 
teammates take on film star personas. Matt ‘Butch’ 
Clissold is a dead ringer for Bruce Willis’s Butch from 
Pulp Fiction; Tony ‘Martin Riggs’ Jarman is like Mel 
Gibson in Lethal Weapon. Teebeejay now spends his 
days at the coast in his caravan drinking wine, 
strumming a guitar barefoot, playing FIFA, taking in 
the sea breeze, and gazing wistfully at the ocean. And 
then there’s the character that emerged from this week’s game, and I can’t believe he hasn’t fully come to 
mind before now... 

Maniacal laugh? Tick. Unpredictability? Tick. Flashes of brilliance? Tick. Flashes of temper? Tick. 

These are traits which won the hearts of moviegoers across the globe, and also won Joe Pesci a Best 
Supporting Actor Oscar, for the 1990 smash hit Goodfellas. But these are also the very same reasons that 
we love him as a stalwart of the MO45 team. Now to the game... 

After what felt more like a six-month rain-enforced break, we finally retook the field. Our opponents were 
none other than Canberra ‘shoot f*cking’ Croatia. The feeling in the week before the match was one of 
quiet confidence. ‘Let’s wipe the floor with [them]’ was Pat Walker’s war cry. CDR approached the game 
with belief but a word of caution: everyone would be out for our blood now. I, for one, was anxious. Now 
it could have been the Christmas-in-July meal the night before, but I suspect it was more the thought of 
facing a fully-fit and, based on prior encounters, angry team. 

Pat and Ravi’s early arrival at Kaleen was for nothing thanks to some administrative oversights, and the 
pitch had to be frantically set up with only minutes to spare before kick-off. The game started after the ref 
had laid down the law, and before long we won an early corner. Cosmo whipped in the ball, Palf(rey) rose 
majestically only to be met with the wild boot of a Croatia defender. Palf went down, with pitch-side 
concern for whether he’d split his glorious melon head open, and even more concern from Pat that 
someone else would take the resultant penalty. Fortunately, both fears were unfounded: Palf’s bonce 
remained intact, his ruggedly handsome mug untarnished, and Pat duly dispatched the penalty. 1-0.  

The game was a little scrappy. ANU struggled to keep possession on a heavy pitch, while Croatia had 
some good passages of play, able to move the ball out from the back, along with some nice interplay in 
the midfield. But absent their talisman, they lacked clinical finishing in the final third. Despite such positive 
Croatia play, ANU kept their heads up. Nick Houston soon collected the ball in central midfield, passed 
down the guts to Pat who turned neatly, took the ball past the keeper, and slotted home. 2-0. Plain sailing.  

Shortly thereafter, CDR introduced Palf and Haigy into the mix. Would such an injection of (relative) youth 
and unbridled good looks prove the final nail in Croatia’s coffin? Unfortunately, no. Ever-reliable Haigy 
seemed even more vague than usual, as if stuck in second gear. It was none other than Plastic who sought 

WISE CRACKS. 
WISE GUYS. 
WISE MAN? 

Masters League Over-45s 
Canberra Croatia v ANUFC 
Kaleen 124 
1 August (matchday 14) 
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to provide relief. With the ball at his feet, he decided fed a free Haigy in central midfield, though a fleet-
footed opposition midfielder nipped the ball off Haigy’s unsuspecting toes and bore down on goal. Plastic 
got a hand to the shot, but could only parry it into the bottom corner. 2-1 and game on. 

With kick-off, another attacking raid saw the ball soon up in Plastic’s hands again. From the sideline, the 
peanut gallery piped up with further distribution advice. Plastic glared and politely requested for calm. 
“Don’t go down the f*cking middle!” Cue more glares. With the ball released from Plastic’s hands and 
about to kiss shoelaces, the ref blew his whistle; the six-second rule had been infringed, and an indirect 
free kick was awarded to Croatia. Looks of disbelief from both teams. Fortunately, it came to nothing.  

To be absolutely honest, I can’t quite recall the third goal. But it was scored by Pat to seal his hat-trick 
before halftime. ANU 3-1. There was now no doubt that Pat would be a happy chappy come game’s end, 
right? Well, not quite. Two minutes before the halftime whistle blew, another penalty came after Cosmo 
was spectacularly tripped in the box. Pat stepped up, but alas the keeper went with his natural instincts 
and dived the other way to save. Pat was devastated. The whistle blew.  

The halftime talk from CDR was of patience, switching the ball, tiring the opposition, and remaining 
composed. Meanwhile, Plastic sought clarification of his distribution priorities. “Can’t talk now,” came the 
reply. “I’m about to go on...” It was time for the mystery voice to be introduced to the game, and surely 
make an impact like never before. 

Croatia came out for the second half with intent and desire, their passing crisp and energy high. After 
about 10 minutes, an altercation involving their #25 and our own Wise Man transpired. Balls were thrown 
and profanities exchanged, but the ref calmed matters. All of two minutes later, Wisey made a mistake 
and got frustrated – mainly at himself – but the ref didn’t see it this way, yellow-carding Wisey and sin 
binning him for ten. Wisey took a seat on pine and commenced a familiar thousand-yard stare. Never has 
a footballer been so misunderstood. 

Croatia tried and failed to capitalise on their man advantage. A series of corners, saves by Plastic, 
clearances by Teebeejay and Paul, Cosmo joining the backline, and near misses made for a tense passage 
of play. Wisey duly returned, back in control. What could possibly go wrong? For some inexplicable 
reason, following an offside call against Croatia, Wisey stepped up to take the free kick; he wasn’t even 
playing in defence. The ball was about 9 yards from the goal line and 5 yards from the sideline. A simple 
punt up the left wing would suffice. But never ever, under any circumstances, down the guts, or worse, 
across the face of goal. That’s high risk. 

Instead of playing towards halfway, Wisey attempted to stretch the field, switch the play, and cross to 
Teebeejay on the far right wing. But a tear in the space-time continuum caused the ball to metamorphose 
into a pass/shot that somehow angled straight for our goal. Ever vigilant between the pipes, but suddenly 
in a world of confusion, Plastic found himself needing to react. As a scientist, he couldn’t quite 
comprehend the physics of what has just happened, how Wisey had somehow kicked the ball forward yet 
ended up shooting it behind him, with both trajectory and velocity. The world gone mad! Unsure of 
whether he could even handle the ball, Plastic thrust out his hairy Greek chest, made contact with his taut 
pectoral, and diverted the ball safely around the goalpost for a corner. Everyone had a laugh, including 
Croatia. Even Wisey laughed. He…err…knew Plastic had it covered. 
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A picture paints a thousand words, so here’s a graphic to demonstrate this once-in-a-century footballing 
event: 

 

A few on-the-spot interviews were held post-match regarding this incident: 

Plastic: On reflection, I’ve only just realised how all-time funny and memorable it would've been if I'd 
actually let in Wisey's free kick for an own goal. I stopped it instinctively, but for comedic value and 
longevity, maybe I should've done otherwise. Gah, I didn’t have time to think! 

Channers: I don’t know WTF Wisey was doing. It was funny. Lucky Plastic got something on it and pushed 
it out for a corner. 

Teebeejay: Next time Wisey takes a free kick, we should ask Plastic if he wants a wall. 

CDR: I was looking away and didn’t see it happen. 

Wisey: I don’t think I could do that again if I tried. Never in my 45 plus years of playing have I done 
something so incredibly bad. On the plus side, had it have gone in, would’ve been goal of the decade. 

Crisis averted.  

ANU picked up the pace and were soon able to grind down the opposition. The introduction of Channers 
with about 20 to go had immediate impact as he picked up the ball up near halfway, charged towards 
goal, and whipped in a shot. The keeper dived heroically but the net bulged behind him. Vintage 
Channing. 4-1. With ten minutes to go, Tommy passed to Cosmo who ran through the defence and slotted 
one coolly into the net. Fulltime: 5-1.  

As players left the field, hands were shaken and congratulations offered on a relatively incident-free game. 
Palf was immense all day, Ravi creative, and Paul rock solid. But Haigy desperately needs to come to 
f*cking training. 
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The post-match dissection of the game around the esky included a physics-defying free kick, a sin-binning, 
sideline commentary, and hardly a mention of Pat’s rare miss, which he’s no doubt still mulling. 
 

A good win – it wasn’t the prettiest of games, 
and we were a bit rusty after such a long 
break, but it was actually the best result we’ve 
had against Croatia this season. For any 
neutral, it was sheer entertainment from end 
to end, from go to whoa. Six goals and the 
emergence of a new film star in ANU colours. 

I love playing for this team. Shoot f*cking! 

 
 
 
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away… 
Well, it was a Sunday morning, on a football pitch 
not so far, far away (except for Nige and Haigy). 

The evil stormtroopers from Brindabella took on 
the rebel forces from the ANU FC. Knowing the 
Empire of teams within the MO45 galaxy were 
seeking to inflict a crushing defeat on the ANU 
footballing Jedis, our very own Jedi Master (CDR) 
laid down the plan of attack for the match. But 
that’s about where the planning ended as the 
BBFC Dark Side disrupted the Force.  

Up front, Pat channelled his best Obi-Wan with 
his “these aren’t the droids you’re looking for” 
routine, but alas, the BBFC fullbacks resisted his 
powers, except with one screamer just sailing 
over the crossbar. But Jedi Cuttell proceeded to 
probe forward, fired his laser and soon damaged 
the thermal exhaust port; ANU 1-0. Nige then 
reached hyperspace with a blistering run down 
the right side to rival the Millennium Falcon’s 
Kessel Run and fired a great ball across the face 
of goal. The ever-dependable Jedi Cosmo was 
on the end of the cross to defy the laws of gravity 
and slot home; ANU 2-0. Macca had no time for 
hokey religions and ancient weapons, but he was 
certainly up for good accurate delivery to his feet  

 
and through-balls up the side. Stods peppered 
the goals with his proton torpedoes but wasn’t 
quite able to put the final nail in the Death Star. 

In the middle of the pitch, Palf and Wisey were 
struck down from behind by the sorceress ways 
of the BBFC, but they both rose from the ashes to 
put their nemesis to the sword. Wisey resisted 
further attempts by the Dark Side for him to 
release his anger and managed to stay on the 
pitch despite tempting the evil Emperor (the 
referee) to retaliate. Nick’s full powers were 
subdued with a twinge, but this did not stop him 
floating across the park to provide options. A 
steadying, zen-like calm fell as Channers finally  

 

 

FINAL SCORE 
Canberra Croatia 1 – 5 ANUFC 
Scorers:  
Pat Walker (3x) 
Scott Channing 
Raoul Craemer 

A LUCASFILM PRODUCTION 

Masters League Over-45s 
Brindabella v ANUFC 
Waramanga 104 
8 August (matchday 15) 
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took to the field, attempting to channel the Force 
and score another screamer from outside the 
box.    

In the backline on the Endor side of the pitch, 
Butch, Paul, Tom and Matt were successfully 
keeping the galactic hordes at bay. Ravi and 
Haigy were also brought into the fold, 
demonstrating their willingness to move forward 
to take up the fight head on. But lo, for there was 
a disturbance in the Force when Paul was 
seduced by the Dark Side and unwittingly cut 
down Count Dooku in the box for a penalty. 

Fortunately, Plastic used his superior 
goalkeeping Jedi mind tricks and the Force to 
expertly save the penalty and a prevent a BBFC 
resurgence. A tremor in the Force was also felt in 
the second half with the return of Dom to the Jedi 
ranks and a seamless integration into the 
steadfast backline. 

It was a dark time for the ANU Rebellion in the 
second half. Although the Death Star had been 
destroyed, BBFC Imperial troops lifted from the 
break to driving Rebel forces from their slumber 
and pursue them across the football pitch. For 
only the second half this season, the Jedis from 
ANU were kept scoreless. But a win was still a win. 

Unknowing to those on the squad at the time, 
other results elsewhere in the MO45 galaxy 
meant that ANU were crowned Champions for 
2021 with three games to go! 

 

SUMMER 9s AT ANUFC 
 
Not content with the way the season wrapped up? 
Itching to get back out there and have a kick with 
your mates? ANUFC has heard you, and are happy to 
announce that plans are in place to again stage the 
club’s hugely popular Summer 9-a-side tournament 
in 2021, subject to ongoing restrictions. 
 
Men’s competitions will be taking place on 
Wednesday evenings, with games of 40 minutes 
starting at each of 6:00pm, 6:50pm, 7:40pm, and 
8:30pm across the ANU Campus (Willows, Fellows, 
and South). Mixed competitions will also be staged 
on Monday and Thursday evenings , with games held 
in the same four timeslots. 
 
If this sounds like your sort of thing, head to the 
ANUFC Facebook page for more details! 
Registration will be by team only and cost $800 for 
the full season (10 weeks, October-December).

FINAL SCORE 
Brindabella 0 – 2 ANUFC 
Scorers:  
Matthew Cuttell Raoul Craemer 

All smiles: This could be you! 
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Masters League 1 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG Masters League 2 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Queanbeyan City FC 1 12 9 1 2 45 27 18 28 2.3 1 Weston Molonglo FC 16 10 9 0 1 42 9 33 27 2.7
2 Weston Molonglo FC 15 12 7 2 3 30 19 11 23 1.9 2 Gungahlin United FC 7 10 6 1 3 25 23 2 19 1.9
3 UC Stars Football 14 12 7 1 4 43 29 14 22 1.8 3 ANU FC 17 10 5 0 5 21 23 -2 15 1.5
4 ANU FC 16 12 5 4 3 27 21 6 19 2 4 Monaro Panthers FC 5 10 5 0 5 18 23 -5 15 1.5
5 Belwest Foxes SC 7 12 2 2 8 17 38 -21 8 0.7 5 Burns FC 5 10 3 2 5 16 25 -9 11 1.1
6 Lanyon United FC 4 12 0 2 10 14 42 -28 2 0.2 6 Woden Valley SC 2 10 2 2 6 20 20 0 8 0.8

7 Gungahlin United FC 6 10 2 1 7 21 40 -19 7 0.7

Masters League 3 P W D L F A GD PTS PPG Masters League O45s P W D L F A GD PTS PPG
1 Belsouth FC 4 12 11 1 0 56 9 47 34 2.8 1 ANU FC 19 12 12 0 0 43 6 37 36 3.0
2 Tuggeranong United FC 7 12 11 1 0 61 16 45 34 2.8 2 Woden Valley SC 4 12 8 2 2 44 15 29 26 2.2
3 Belnorth FC 14 12 9 0 3 69 23 46 27 2.3 3 Brindabella Blues FC 2 12 6 1 5 22 19 3 19 1.6
4 Brindabella Blues FC 3 12 8 0 4 55 29 26 24 2 4 Canberra Croatia FC 1 12 4 1 7 12 20 -8 13 1.1
5 Gungahlin United FC 9 12 5 1 6 30 36 -6 16 1.3 5 Woden Valley SC 5 12 4 0 8 16 41 -25 12 1.0
6 ANU FC 18 12 5 1 6 28 34 -6 16 1 6 Weston Molonglo FC 45 12 0 0 12 15 51 -36 0 0.0
7 Weston Molonglo FC 17 12 4 2 6 23 32 -9 14 1.2
8 Belnorth FC 15 12 2 1 9 13 52 -39 7 0.6
9 Woden Valley SC 3 12 1 1 10 12 48 -36 4 0.3

10 Gungahlin United FC 10 12 0 0 12 10 78 -68 0 0

MASTERS LEAGUE STANDINGS 

Looking to celebrate the off-season? Pizza Capers Gungahlin is here 
to help heat things up with our new Texan BBQ menu! 

 
Try it out today – you’ve earned it! 

 
Take a look at the menu 
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Gulson Canberra – The Home of Fine Cars for over 50 years. 

Gulson Canberra was established in 1963 by Ray Gulson. What started out as a 

motorsport and tuning shop quickly grew into a successful motor dealership. Ray 

has always had a passion for motorsport and special motor vehicles, with a desire to 

meet and exceed the needs and desires of his customers key to his success. 

Today, that tradition continues, with Gulson Canberra now owned by Ray’s son, 

Graham. Enthusiasm, passion, and customer service are still our core principles.  

We now represent Porsche, Fiat, Alfa Romeo, Chrysler, Dodge, and Jeep brands. 

Our dedicated and enthusiastic showroom team are working remotely, so please 

contact them on 02 6280 6755 or at sales@gulson.com.au for any inquiries. 

Services and Parts remain open for essential services. 

AWAY DAYS IN YASS 

Community League 6 
Yass v ANUFC 
Walker Park 1 
15 May (matchday 5) 
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Few are pleased about having their football season brought to a sudden close, we here at SCUM 
would think, but there is perhaps one exception to that number. For ANUFC’s sharp-shooting 
strikers, especially up the top of the scoring table, it means that their goalscoring glory can be 
preserved forever! That said, I’m sure plenty of them would trade their spot on this coveted (nearly) 
back page for a chance to get out there and score even more… 
 
Thus, without further ado, here are the overall standings for season 2021 (stay tuned for the end-
season issue for more detailed stats!): 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Good question. SCUM has heard the requests of the people – or at least, of the goalkeepers – and 
will be presenting the season’s golden glove statistics in the end-season issue. We haven’t forgotten 
about you! Stay tuned for the highly anticipated results in October.

Rank Player League Team Games Goals Ratio 

1 Max Wiggins CLM6 ANUFC13 10 17 1.7 

2 Pat Walker Over-45s ANUFC19 11 17 1.54r 

3 Cameron Thomas SL2/SL2R ANUFC5/7 19 16 0.8421 

4 Lee Hynes NPL U23s NPL U23s 16 15 0.9375 

5 Xavier Ellingham CLM3/CLM6 ANUFC9/20/15 9 14 1.5r 

6 Sam Carters NPL NPL 15 14 0.933r 

7 Ariel Larkey SL1 ANUFC3 15 14 0.933r 

8 Thomas Elford CL2 ANUFC21 12 13 1.083 

9 Sam Smith SL1 ANUFC1 10 10 1.0 

10 Cameron Sambridge SL1R ANUFC4 10 10 1.0 

11 Elliot Lavers CL4 ANUFC11 10 10 1.0 

12 Paul Mullens M1 ANUFC16 12 10 0.833r 

13 Warren Arndt SL2R ANUFC7 14 10 0.7142 

GOLDEN BOOT 2021 

WHAT ABOUT  
THE GOLDEN GLOVE? 
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SCUM  EDITORIAL 
GUIDELINES 
We at SCUM have really enjoyed the diverse 
and interesting match reports submitted to 
volume 30, and are now on the lookout for 
submissions for the annual issue! The loose 
500 word limit, which everyone ignored 
anyway (I’m looking at you, Masters!), will 
not apply – so get writing! 
 
Submissions to the annual SCUM should be 
directed to the editor at 
scum@anufc.org.au. 
 
Although submissions are designed to be 
humorous and satirical, the ANUFC 
committee and SCUM editor have a 
responsibility to prevent the publication of: 

• Unwarranted personal attacks 
(including, but not limited to, 
slander, vilification, and 
defamation); 

• Language that a reasonable 
person would find obscene, 
offensive, racist, or sexist; and 

• Anything else deemed 
unreasonable or objectionable. 

 
If you find something wrong with this issue 
of SCUM, please feel free to contact the 
editor at scum@anufc.org.au, or to access 
ANUFC’s dispute resolution policies. 

 

PHOTO SUBMISSION  
GUIDELINES 
Photos make the SCUM stand out, and we encourage 
submissions to the annual end-of-season issue. 
Submissions should be sent to the editor 
(scum@anufc.org.au) as a .jpeg file, along with: 

• The name of the photographer; 
• Details of the game (teams playing, final 

scoreline, date); and 
• A catchy title (i.e. not ‘Photo24366 taken on 

iPhone.jpeg’). 
 
By submitting an image to the editor, you confirm that 
you own the rights to the image being submitted, you 
further confirm that you have obtained the consent of 
the subjects of the image as and where necessary, and 
you agree that ANUFC may freely use that image until 
and unless you revoke your consent to such usage. 
 
Just as with match report submissions, we will not 
publish any obscene or objectionable images. If you 
have any concerns about the images in this issue of 
SCUM, please feel free to contact the editor at 
scum@anufc.org.au, or access ANUFC’s dispute 
resolution policies. 
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c/o ANU Sport 
Building 19 
North Road 

Acton, ACT 2601 
ABN: 14 338 276 791 

Racism has no place in sport or in 
society. ANUFC are proud partners 
of Racism. It Stops With Me and are 
committed to taking a stand against 
racism and discrimination in all its 
forms. 

2021 COMMITTEE 

President:     Jonathan Saunders 
Vice President:    Lachie Bayliss 
Treasurer:     Marcus Alim 
Secretary:     Fabian Hoffman 
Ordinary Member:   Alice McNeill 
Ordinary Member:   Brett Graham 
Ordinary Member:   Michael Blacksell 
Ordinary Member:   Peter Papathanasiou 
Ordinary Member:   Thomas Crossley 
Ordinary Member:   Isaac Ellis 

 
2021 VOLUNTEER TEAM 

ANU Sport Liaison:   Michael Blacksell 
Capital Football Liaison:  Brett Graham 
Communications Manager:  Timothy Harris 
Equipment Manager:   Felix Freckmann 
Masters Liaison:   Peter Papathanasiou 
MPIO:      Ryan Vickers 
NPL Liaison:    Thomas Crossley 
SCUM  Editor:    Joshua Woodyatt 

 
 


